
HOSPITALITY & TOURISM FILM/VIDEO/CONTENT SPECIALISTS



We are a team of Creatives, Strategists, Producers, Researchers, Scriptwriters, Directors 

across multiple disciplines, Photographers, Aerial specialists, and Virtual Reality Specialists, 

all under one consolidated group. 

We exist to make stunning, creative and effective content for the companies in the 

hospitality and tourism sector, internationally. 

Story Factory Studios was set up by Darius Norowzian, a film director with 15+ years 

of filmmaking experience, knowledge and expertise in creating assets of multiple 

deliverables for brands across the globe. 

WHO WE ARE

WE ARE HOSPITALITY, CONTENT SPECIALISTS

http://www.dariusnorowzian.com


OUR HOUSE REEL

CLICK TO PLAY

https://www.storyfactory.tv/portfolio/house-reel
https://www.storyfactory.tv/portfolio/house-reel


WHY DO WE DO IT?

We believe clients want to know they are in safe, trusting hands. 

By honing 15+ years of production knowledge and skills into the niché of hospitality 

and tourism, Story Factory Stuios has become the go-to production company for 

hospitality brands to create their content needs. 

Be it creating for tv, social, B2B, corporate, print, VR or all the above at the same 

time. Nothing is too large or small.

But why do we really do it? We do it becasue our passion is in telling great stories. 

Stories that move, that excite, that evoke feeling and thought, cunjur memories 

and emotions. Stories that get repeated and retold. To us, that is what content is all 

about. 



WHY COME TO US?

Our experience of working with blue-chip companies is testament to our understanding of 

clients needs. What drives us is our passion to create the content that works for them and 

their audinces. 

Story Factory Studios are at the forefront of the changing landscape in content creation. 

Our modular setup and allows us to share the benefits of local and international 

connections and partnerships. This ensures we can keep overhead costs as lean as 

possible, making us efficent and cost effective to our clients. 

We’re not about making things cheaper, we’re about spending the budget better so the 

work benefits.

WE ARE AGILE, PROFESSIONAL & COST EFFICIENT



OUR TRUSTED GLOBAL CLIENTS



OUR WORK

HILTON HOTELS HOTEL MONTAGE QIDDIYA - SAUDI TOURISM PHOTOGRAPHY

JOALI HOTEL RESORT - MALDIVES HEATHROW AIRPORT ROYAL ATLANTIS HOTEL DUBAI HILTON ISTANBUL

https://www.storyfactory.tv/portfolio/hilton-hotels-the-hilton-effect
https://www.storyfactory.tv/portfolio/self-shooter-compilation
https://www.storyfactory.tv/portfolio/qiddiya-entertainment-city-saudi-arabia
https://www.storyfactory.tv/portfolio/documentary-art-in-the-maldives-trailer
https://www.storyfactory.tv/portfolio/heathrow-out-of-office
https://www.storyfactory.tv/portfolio/the-royal-atlantis
https://www.storyfactory.tv/portfolio/hilton-effect-istanbul-bridging-cultures
https://www.storyfactory.tv/portfolio/photography
https://www.storyfactory.tv/portfolio/hilton-hotels-the-hilton-effect
https://www.storyfactory.tv/portfolio/self-shooter-compilation
https://www.storyfactory.tv/portfolio/qiddiya-entertainment-city-saudi-arabia
https://www.storyfactory.tv/portfolio/photography
https://www.storyfactory.tv/portfolio/documentary-art-in-the-maldives-trailer
https://www.storyfactory.tv/portfolio/heathrow-out-of-office
https://www.storyfactory.tv/portfolio/the-royal-atlantis
https://www.storyfactory.tv/portfolio/hilton-effect-istanbul-bridging-cultures


OUR WORK

JOALI HOTEL RESORT - MALDIVES RUBYS OF LONDON LURPAK CHRISTMAS LINKS OF LONDON

HILTON PUERTO RICO HILTON UAE ITSU LONDON AERIAL FOOTAGE

https://www.storyfactory.tv/portfolio/documentary-art-in-the-maldives
https://www.storyfactory.tv/portfolio/rubys-of-london
https://www.storyfactory.tv/portfolio/lurpak-christmas-mark-emberton
https://www.storyfactory.tv/portfolio/hilton-hotels-puerto-rico-rebuilding-an-icon
https://www.storyfactory.tv/portfolio/hilton-hotels-uae-creating-destinations
https://www.storyfactory.tv/portfolio/itsu-eat-beautiful
https://www.storyfactory.tv/portfolio/aerial-footage
https://www.storyfactory.tv/portfolio/links-of-london-the-bride
https://www.storyfactory.tv/portfolio/documentary-art-in-the-maldives
https://www.storyfactory.tv/portfolio/rubys-of-london
https://www.storyfactory.tv/portfolio/lurpak-christmas-mark-emberton
https://www.storyfactory.tv/portfolio/links-of-london-the-bride
https://www.storyfactory.tv/portfolio/hilton-hotels-puerto-rico-rebuilding-an-icon
https://www.storyfactory.tv/portfolio/hilton-hotels-uae-creating-destinations
https://www.storyfactory.tv/portfolio/itsu-eat-beautiful
https://www.storyfactory.tv/portfolio/aerial-footage


LETS CREATE NEW STORIES



hello@storyfactory.tv
www.storyfactory.tv


